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Captain Kean’s Secret by T. C. Badcock
Culled from the personal diaries of Jessie Lewis, Captain Kean’s Secret is the
history of a family embroiled in one of St. John’s best-known class struggles of
the twentieth century—the bitter conflict between the fish merchants and the
working class—and the true story of a young girl who recorded it all, including
her own shocking revelation, which lies intertwined with the fate of one of
Newfoundland and Labrador’s most famous sealing captains.
ISBN: 978-1-77117-216-5, Biography, paperback, $19.95, January 2013
*Available as an ebook

The Yarns We Had by Cyril W. Greenham
The Yarns We Had is a collection of stories that were handed down to Cyril W.
Greenham by his father, Wilbur Greenham, and grandfather, Andrew (Chum)
Greenham. Both men were fishermen and seagoing captains from Notre
Dame Bay, and in this collection, they relate the wit and humour of outport
Newfoundlanders in the early to mid-twentieth century.
ISBN: 978-1-77117-220-2, History, paperback, $19.95, February 2013
*Available as an ebook

Sea Folk by Jim Wellman
In Sea Folk, Jim Wellman recounts the stories of twenty-three men and women
who make their living from the sea and introduces the reader to some of the
most courageous and creative gamblers from Atlantic Canada. A departure
from Wellman’s critically acclaimed Final Voyages series, this book explores
the lives and livelihoods of people who prosecute the fishery both on shore and
off. Originally published as human interest stories in the Navigator magazine—
the voice of the marine industry in Atlantic Canada—these biographies now
appear for the first time in book form.
ISBN: 978-1-77117-224-0, Biography, paperback, $19.95, March 2013
*Available as an ebook

A Newfoundland Year written and illustrated by Dawn Baker
There once was an artist from Gander,
Who was quite a proud Newfoundlander,
With pictures and rhymes,
She shared her good times,
In this book, through which you can meander.
A Newfoundland Year takes readers through the twelve months of the year in
Newfoundland and Labrador. From snowmobiling in January to mummering
in December, this book is packed with all the wonderful things this province
is known for.
ISBN: 978-1-77117-288-2, Children’s Books, paperback, $12.95, May 2013

The Gale of 1929 by Gary Collins
On the heels of a stock market crash in 1929 that left many Newfoundland
fishermen and their families destitute in the face of falling cod prices, a
hurricane ravaged the shores of the province and wreaked destruction on
many of the fishing schooners that plied its waters. As many as ten schooners
were caught in this vicious storm, and master storyteller Gary Collins tells the
tale of each one and the fate of its crew. Included is the amazing story of the
Neptune II from Bonavista North, whose passengers were set adrift in the teeth
of that famous gale for forty-eight days!
ISBN: 978-1-77117-309-4, History, $19.95, paperback, June 2013

The White Fleet by J. P. Andrieux
Portuguese interest in Newfoundland dates from as early as 1500–1502, when
Gaspar Corte-Reals explored the region, and soon Portuguese fishermen
were fishing on the Grand Banks. By the end of World War II, the fleet from
Portugal had expanded to about seventy or eighty vessels, recognizable by their
white hulls (thus painted to distinguish them as Portuguese and neutral). From
May to October each year, the ships of the “White Fleet” were welcome visitors
to the port of St. John’s. The White Fleet by J. P. Andrieux is a pictorial history
of the centuries-long relationship between the Newfoundland and Portuguese
fisheries.
ISBN: 978-1-77117-236-3, History, paperback, $24.00, June 2013

Facing the Sea: Lightkeepers and Their Families
by Harold Chubbs and Wade Kearley
Facing the Sea is a collection of stories that capture and preserve an important
era in the maritime history of Newfoundland and Labrador. These tales of
rescue and tragedy, of love lost and redeemed, describe firsthand what life
was like for the lightkeepers and their families in twenty-five light stations
along the exposed and often inhospitable coast of Newfoundland. Collected
and recorded by Harold Chubbs and Wade Kearley, these stories are rich with
fascinating details and captivating insights, and most are appearing here in
print for the first time.
ISBN: 978-1-77117-301-8, History, hardcover, $34.95, June 2013

Faithful and Fearless: A History of the St. John’s Fire Department
by Robert Corbett
St. John’s has been called the “City of Fire” for a reason, and the St. John’s Fire
Department has responded to every call for help. Faithful and Fearless is a
richly detailed history of over four hundred years of fighting fires in St. John’s.
Outlining the equipment used and the firefighting methods employed from
the seventeenth century to present day, the book also introduces the reader to
the many firefighters who have worked to keep the city safe. Dramatic historic
photographs complement this thorough history by St. John’s firefighter Robert
Corbett.
ISBN: 978-1-77117-278-3, History, $19.95, paperback, July 2013

Newfoundland Drugstores: A History by John. K Crellin
Although primarily associated with filling doctors’ prescriptions and selling
medicines and other items for self-care, historically drugstores have also been
operated as general stores, selling an intriguing range of toiletries, perfumery,
confectionery, seeds for the garden, and household items. For many years,
the shopping experiences of customers owed a good deal to the distinctive
drugstore aura created by a store’s elegant wooden fixtures, rows of attractive
glass containers, and a characteristic aroma arising from drugs and the
preparations compounded on the premises. Newfoundland Drugstores by
John K. Crellin is a fascinating account of the important and varied roles that
drugstores played in Newfoundland society.
ISBN: 978-1-77117-282-0, History, paperback, $19.95, July 2013
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